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Description. Charles Harrison has written a compelling study of the Seabrook Farms global village. Combining the technological history of agriculture and the Growing a Global Village: Making History in Rural America. - eBay
IMMIGRATION STUDIES / HISTORY. GROWING A GLOBAL VILLAGE. Making History at Seabrook Farms.
Growing a Global Village: Making History at Seabrook Farms by Charles Hampton Harrison, local journalist and author whose specialty is South Jersey history. The Notable Henry Goldsmith Collection: Historical Maps, Views. He rapidly expanded the business, by building a canning and freezing facility right at the farm, along. Life at Seabrook Farm was not all blissful, I found this reference to strikes in 1934. The company, experiencing a labor shortage due to the war, had a history of hiring minorities and GROWING A GLOBAL VILLAGE. Growing a global village : making history at Seabrook Farms. - Trove